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With the development of market economy in China, financial industry is 
becoming more and more important in the modern economy. As the core role of 
financial industry, the banking industry has gained widely attention. Along with the 
great progress in China's construction of the West Strait, the reasonable operation of 
the financial industry makes great influence on  the construction and development of 
the west straits. Recently Fujian Provincial Government has signed a "co-promoting 
the West Strait Economic Zone and twelve-five development finance cooperation 
memorandum" with the State Development Bank. China Development Bank will 
increase financial support the West Strait Economic Zone from three aspects: 
enterprise development, transportation and other infrastructure and the construction of 
urban development. In this historic period, commercial banks should shape their own 
core competencies, build the core brand image, timely adjust their strategies, 
committed to innovation, develop new products and new business models to adapt to 
market changes and finally have access to market opportunities 
Core competence is not only the core issue of management research, but also the 
management goal of commercial banks. As China's macro-policy changes and 
opening up the financial sector, foreign banks enter China’s market. What’s more, 
rivalry among Chinese domestic banks has brought unprecedented challenges to the 
small and medium banks which have lower competitiveness and makes China's 
financial market more competitive. Therefore, researches about the core 
competitiveness of the small and medium commercial bank have theoretical and 
practical significance. 
Based on the study of relevant literature, this paper summarized the theory of 
core competence, analyzed the characteristics of the core competitiveness of 
commercial banks and found out the elements and conditions of core competence that 
commercial banks need. Combined with a study "rating system of joint-stock 
commercial bank" from the Research Department of China Merchants Bank in 2003, 
the study set the evaluation index and system of the core Competence of commercial 
banks and analyzed the core competence of China Merchants Bank Quanzhou Branch. 
Moreover, on the basis of the domestic and foreign correlation research, this study 















Branch in 2010 by using the evaluation system and looked into the status of the core 
competence. Finally, the improvement of the core competence of the Merchants Bank 
has been discussed in combination of Mckinsey 7S Model from eight aspects: 
Strategic, human resources, organization structure, system, skills, risk management, 
style and enterprise culture construction. 
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